of Giessen 6 2 KU Leuven 7 Researchers in dialectometry have begun to explore measurements based on fundamentally quantitative metrics, often 8 sourced from dialect corpora, as an alternative to the traditional signals derived from dialect atlases. This change of data 9 type amplifies an existing issue in the classical paradigm, namely that locations may vary in coverage and that this affects 10 the distance measurements: pairs involving a location with lower coverage suffer from greater noise and therefore 11 imprecision. We propose a method for increasing robustness using generalized additive modeling, a statistical technique 12 that allows leveraging the spatial arrangement of the data. The technique is applied to data from the British English dialect 13 corpus FRED; the results are evaluated regarding their interpretability and according to several quantitative metrics. We 14 conclude that data availability is an influential covariate in corpus-based dialectometry and beyond, and recommend that 15 researchers be aware of this issue and of methods to alleviate it. 16 
186 project: it opens new possibilities for frequency-based 187 analyses that integrate well with the kind of usage-based 188 approaches that are gaining ground in many branches of 189 linguistics, and allows tackling research questions that 190 crucially depend on frequency. Nevertheless, this 191 change of data source necessitates a retooling of the 192 usual approaches in dialectometry. As we shall demon-193 strate, for typical dialect corpora, the importance of the 194 data availability factor greatly increases, and relying only 195 on aggregation may lead to wrong inferences. 196 How can one establish comparability of frequency 197 measurements between corpora, and therefore loca-198 tions? In a realistic scenario, it is highly likely that the 199 two corpora are unequal in size, be it due to availability 200 of raw material (because, e.g., more interviews happen 201 to have been conducted in location A than in location B) 202 or corpus design. But when one corpus is substantially 203 larger than the other, similar counts do not imply simi-204 lar usage rates. The usual solution in corpus linguistics 205 involves normalization, i.e., transforming raw counts into 206 occurrence rates. The process is straightforward: raw counts = text size ð Þ normalization constant 207 208 Hence, the total number of occurrences in a (sub)corpus 209 is divided by the number of words, and, to make the 210 numbers more easily interpretable, the resulting figure 211 is scaled by a fixed number, yielding the number of 212 occurrences per, say, ten thousand words (pttw). As 213 these normalized values have a common basis, they can 214 be compared with one another and their difference can 215 be quantified.
216
There are, as we shall show, cases in which the nor-217 malization procedure may lead to biased results, and 218 these bear a strong resemblance to the missing data 219 effect. While the process will always yield a numerical 220 value of the difference between the corpora, the accu-221 racy of this value crucially depends on the text size prior 222 to normalization, and in particular on that of the smaller 223 corpus. To illustrate this, consider a hypothetical feature 224 with a (population) frequency value of 1 pttw in two 225 communities; from the first, we sample a corpus of one 226 hundred thousand words (C1), from the second a cor-227 pus of only ten thousand words (C2). We should expect 228 the normalized value for C1 to approximate the popu-229 lation value relatively well. C2, however, may well be 230 far from the true value-it would not be surprising to 231 see the feature completely absent, or have a normalized 232 frequency two to three times as high as in C1. The dis-233 tance between the corpora is quite likely to be sub-234 stantially higher than the difference between the 235 populations-exactly zero. On the other hand, C1 will 236 likely be more similar to a population where there are 237 actual frequency differences; higher or lower depend-238 ing on the accident of chance. Note that this is a prop-239 erty of the corpora and their sizes; when moving 240 toward combining such individual measurements into 241 a multi-feature dialectometric analysis, this will apply 242 to all of them individually. It follows that the distances 243 between similar points are likely to be too high, and the 244 distances between dissimilar points may be too high or 245 even too low. Goebl (1993) increases (see section 6 below), but it is clear that having 294 more data leads to more precise measurements even Probabilistic corpus-based dialectometry 3 295 with simple normalization. This is clearly the best solu-296 tion, but is in general not feasible for spoken dialect 297 data, due to difficulties in acquiring material and the 298 costs of transcription. For studying geographic varia-299 tion in written material, such as letters to the editor in 300 regional newspapers (Grieve, 2016) Figure 1 , which displays the smooth term for 348 one of the features that we include in our analysis: 349 multiple negation, as in (1) 350 (1) 'cause you dare not say nothing ... < LND_001 >
351
The GAM estimates a frequency of around 8 pttw in 352 southern England, which drops as one moves north. 353 The Isle of Man also shows a higher rate of usage. (2)), (ii) the noun phrase (e.g., 412 the s-genitive, as in (3)), (iii) primary verbs (e.g., the verb 413 to do, as in (4)), (iv) tense & aspect (e.g., the present 414 perfect with auxiliary be, as in (5)), (v) modality (e.g., 415 epistemic/deontic must, as in (6)), (vi) verb morphology 416 (e.g., non-standard weak past tense and past participle 417 forms, as in (7)), (vii) negation (e.g., never as a preverbal 418 past tense negator, as in (8)), (viii) agreement (e.g., non-419 standard was as in (9)), (ix) relativization (e.g., the rela- Probabilistic corpus-based dialectometry 9
581
The first choice to be made pertains to the repre-582 sentation of the outcome. Many linguistic phenomena 583 can be analyzed and represented in several ways; con- 584 Szmrecsanyi, 2006) and are therefore likely to be bursty. 623 An alternative is negative binomial regression, which 624 includes an additional parameter (theta), allowing the 625 shape (and therefore variance) of the distribution to 626 vary. This parameter can be pre-specified, or deter-627 mined from the data. This makes the negative binomial 628 distribution more appropriate for word and/or gram-629 matical feature distributions. Note, however, that there 630 are still potential issues-these models may still suffer 631 from overdispersion, and especially from zero inflation, 632 i.e., more observations of zero than the distribution 633 allows (Hilbe, 2007 Overall, the results of the models including socio-806 linguistic information often seem to match our expecta-807 tions. There are, however, some effects that would be 808 expected based on the literature but fail to show up. 809 Feature [24] , must as a marker of epistemic or deontic 810 modality as in (6), for instance, is a feature that is widely 811 considered an "obsolescing form" (Jankowski, 2004: 812 101). However, there is no general trend for lower fre-813 quencies with younger speakers, only for female speak-814 ers as an interaction. Feature [17] , the going to future, 815 which has been shown to still grammaticalize and 816 expand in British dialects (Tagliamonte, Durham & 817 Smith, 2014), exhibits no pattern based on speaker age. 818 Nevertheless, we consider these results to be reassuring 819 -what we do find is quite plausible, and largely in line 820 with our expectations. 821 
Geography
822 We now turn to the models that contain all speakers, 823 but do not include any predictors beyond geography 824 and, as an offset, text size. We first report summary 825 information on the individual feature models, then take 826 the aggregational perspective. To generate distances 827 from the individual models, we follow the method 828 outlined earlier for the normalization-based CBDM 829 approach as closely as possible. The major difference is 830 that, as input to the distance calculation, we use the 831 model predictions pttw instead of the normalized 832 counts. There is another minor technicality, which 833 involves exceedingly rare phenomena. For the normal-834 ized counts, absences were coded as −1, corresponding 835 to 0.1 pttw, instead of taking the logarithm, as the 836 logarithm of zero is undefined. The models will in 837 general not predict exactly zero tokens, but numbers 838 that are arbitrarily close to zero, and therefore without 839 lower bound under logarithmic transformation. This 840 means that, in contrast to the process on normalized 841 values, rare features would have an undue influence. 842 Instead, we enforce a lower bound of again -1 for the 843 logarithmically transformed frequency, keeping the 844 resulting values in a similar range for both processes.
845
Looking at the models individually, we find that for the 846 majority of features geographic information is significant. 847 Only eleven of the 57 features have a geographic 848 smoother with a non-significant p-value. 10 The GAM 849 solution used here also reports the proportion of the total 850 deviance in the data that the model explains; in some 851 cases, a non-significant (or marginally significant one) can 852 still have considerable explanatory power. (Britain, 2010; Kortmann, 2004 Kortmann, , 2013 Using these models, we can calculate the predictions 948 for the counties, more precisely their centers, and pro-949 ceed as previously described. To recapitulate briefly, 950 the resulting per-county frequencies pttw are collected 951 into an N × p frequency matrix. This frequency matrix is 952 then used to calculate an N × N distance matrix using 953 the Euclidean distance measure. The distance measure 954 we then subject to hierarchical clustering with noise 955 using Ward's method. The result is displayed in Map 4. 956 Despite the substantial differences between the meth-957 ods-one working with straightforward normalized 958 frequencies, the other with an elaborate post-processing 959 of the raw data using generalized additive modeling-960 the large-scale distribution is a remarkably similar tri-961 partite division into a southern English area, a northern 962 English area, and a Scottish Lowlands area. Gone, 963 however, are the many outliers that were present in 964 Map 2; all clusters are now geographically contiguous, 
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We wish to make a final point: Dialectometry has 1120 heralded the beneficial properties of aggregation for 1121 noise reduction and pattern identification (see e.g., 1122 Nerbonne, 2009: 129, who considers it "at the heart of 1123 the benefits of dialectometry"). Our 
